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PROF. TARIQULLAH KHAN

Prof. Tariqullah Khan was able to carve a niche through his works to revitalize the original value proposition of Islamic economics and finance. He successfully integrated the ideals of Islamic economics and finance, maqāsid al-Shari‘ah and the UN Sustainable Development Goals.

He successfully introduced circular economy as a novel area within Islamic economics, which is not only relevant in the global economy but also has the potential of ensuring sustainable consumption. He was able to infuse these insights into several PhD programmes in various universities.

In recognition of his work to integrate Islamic economics and finance with sustainable development and circular economy and raising their awareness and infusing them in higher education programs, the IsDB Prize Selection Committee decides to award The IsDB 3rd Prize for Impactful Achievement in Islamic Economics, Knowledge Contribution Category 1443H (2022G), to Prof. Tariqullah Khan.